TWIPY Committee Video Call

12/29/21, 7:00PM-8:00PM Eastern

Committee members:
- Jeff Patterson
- Will Oetting
- Steve Bowden
- Lauren Gray
- Lloyd Olson
- Imoto Harney
- Josh Sharpe

General update on sponsors

Review pre-votes
- Discussion of each category

Discussion of primary medium for eligibility with content creators

Discussion of Convention, Tournaments
- Identification of which of these took place in 2021

Discussion of Competitive Player minimum eligibility requirements for 2021
- Since tournaments only took place for a portion of 2021, to be eligible for the Favorite Competitive Player, nominees must have played in at least one tournament in 2021 (12/1-12/1)
- Discussion about potentially increasing this requirement in 2022

Discussion on length of January voting
- Voting will take place from 1/3/22-1/17/22

Discussion of posting top drop down nominees prior to voting opening
- Will post this a few days before voting opens